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Learning comes from a variety of options, some of the best lessons can come from those succeeding 
within the golfing community both inside and outside of New Zealand.  As part of the NZ Golf Case 
study programme we will look to create opportunities for leaders within our industry to answer a 
number of questions and share their knowledge and experiences.  

The 2018 NZ Golf Club Manager of the Year Michelle Campbell, Hastings Golf Club, is one of these 
leaders. Michelle has actively been involved in the BMI education programme, is a current Golf 
Managers Association of New Zealand board member and has invested her time in attending 
overseas golf conferences to understand international trends and how to adapt them to her club 
environment.

The opportunity is to look at the information Michelle provides and adapt to your environment.

Tell us a little bit about yourself?

I am proudly born and bred in Hastings married to Justin with a 7 year old daughter Charlotte. My 
working career started straight after leaving school and into a Chartered Accountancy firm and 
learning the ropes there, I then moved into a franchise management company where I was involved 
in the accounts and financials. I decided that I needed to move away from the corporate cubicle 
culture and into a smaller employee environment so 14 years ago I started working at the Hastings 
Golf Club as the Administration Manager.  I found that I fitted in well and it is certainly a lovely place 
to work. For the last 3 years I have been the general manager of the club which I have found to be a 
challenging yet fulfilling role.

Tell us a little bit about your club/organisation?

The Hastings Golf Club was initially established in 1898, and has been at the present site since 1912. 
We have an enviable reputation in the Hawkes Bay golfing community and offer an 18 hole 
immaculately presented golf course plus a 4 hole short course. We also have great practice facilities 
with a covered driving range and short game facilities. We offer a small gym/ warm up area for our 
members and a full food and beverage operation on site. Our pro shop is contracted out and the staff 
there deliver a great service to all our golfers.

What do you see as your greatest opportunity?

We constantly look at ideas and possibilities to improve what we offer to our members and visitors; 
we have worked hard to create a destination venue for non-member usage. As a part of the Hawke’s 
Bay cycle trail for some years now we are used to non-member usage and have expanded into the 
community with a number of initiatives. Last year we opened up the course to two Hawke’s Bay 
orienteering events with the last event of the year doubling as their prize giving and Xmas function 
attended by approx. 100 attendees. We have a golfing reputation in the region that we work to 
improve upon and actively engage in NZ Golf events, our most recent being the oversubscribed NZ 
Golf senior’s event which was successful in all facets with some wonderful feedback from those 
involved.



What are you most proud of?

Our last year was huge, increased subscriptions and increased green fee and cart takings a highlight 
of the work we undertook. One of our main focuses last year was our culture and we engaged all 
those staff involved in the club along with contractors and the club’s Management Committee in this 
process ending up with our vision and values out there for all to see and live up to. During the year 
we also totally rebranded our food and beverage offerings, moved to an on licence and changed our 
point of sale system to Kounta allowing us to integrate all our systems using the Dot Golf and Xero 
platform. Our staff took these changes on and embraced the new system. As mentioned we 
continued to work hard on our community engagement and created a number of secondary 
bookings through existing relationships we have with a local car group and local Rotary Club. 

What are your biggest challenges?

Keeping up with the changes in the industry generationally, the challenge is to identify the needs of 
all generations and to look to meet these needs.  Our membership options should be attractive to all 
our users and offer variety. Millennials and Gen X have different expectations from their membership 
compared to their parents and grandparents. Personally, one of my biggest challenges is the “working 
mum” guilt, the struggle is real and the demands on both my professional and home life can be 
tough. However, I do see that I am opening up the opportunities for my daughter Charlotte, as a role 
model to her; I look to show her that she can do anything she wants if she puts her mind to it. 

How are you overcoming these?

With the support of my club I have invested heavily in my education and have engaged in the BMI 
education programme offered through the Golf Managers Association of New Zealand. The learning 
has been invaluable in understanding trends and opportunities available. I have also attended the last 
four CMAA world conferences in the United States and have found these amazing, club 
management is a big industry overseas and the opportunities are huge. Our roles can be somewhat 
isolating and the networks of people I now have across the world to reach out to is significant and 
important. My husband Justin is extremely supportive and his flexible work schedule offers us the 
opportunity to do what we do, when I am not available he is, we have a true partnership. I think the 
fact that he is a golfer (4 handicap) helps as he gets it. 
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What does golf look like in 10 years time?

Golf will always have its traditional base and will be given the importance it deserves, with Tiger back 
it has reinvigorated a lot of people in the game. The demands on the generations coming through 
won’t change so we need to understand and embrace the shorter versions of the game to suit these 
people’s needs. The ancillary benefits of golf will grow and I can see the US country club model 
starting to spread through New Zealand, which it already has in some clubs, with whole family 
involvement in a club an important part of the future.



What have you read or who/what has influenced you as a person and a 
leader? And what was the key learning?

A big impact on our recent cultural changes has been driven by the book Legacy Author James Kerr, 
the book is based around the culture of the All Blacks and was really beneficial in the culture 
conversation we went through. The thought that no one is beyond ‘sweeping the changing rooms’ is 
a key lesson for us all.

On my BMI education journey both Warren Collett and Chris Davies have had a massive influence 
on me, their support and encouragement to take on the learning journey has been an integral part of 
my development as a person and a manager. 
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Conclusion
Michelle has committed to ongoing her education and has created a strong and 
positive network of like minded people. If you are interested in discussing this 
further please contact New Zealand Golf 09 485 3230 to identify your local Sector 
Support team member. They are there to help.




